Annual report of Career Guidance and Placement Cell (2019-20)
The career guidance and placement cell has been especially keen in conducting
thought provoking and motivating programmes. Based on the instrumental guidance
offered by the IQAC, the cell geared up its interaction with the faculty, student
community and resource persons. The academic year witnessed the organization and
conduct of nearly eleven fully fledged programmes. Besides the conduct of such
programmes, the cell took initiatives in starting a coaching class on a regular basis
from 3.15 pm to 4.30 pm. In the wake of the introduction of Kerala Administrative
Service (KAS), the coaching class proved to be an additional boon to our college
students. The cell realized its worth in maintaining a continuous relationship with the
former students and their presence in such coaching programmes is sufficient proof.
Following is an enlistment and descriptive report on each of the programmes
conducted by the cell;
1. Walk in recruitment to banking and finance sector in collaboration with
The Times of India Group
To kick start the initiatives for this academic year, the cell in collaboration with The
Times of India Group conducted a walk-in, recruitment drive for Banking and Finance
Sector Positions. The eligibility criteria were any graduation with a minimum of 50%
and age less than 26 years. Conducted on 14/10/2019, the drive witnessed heavy
participation as leading new generation banks such as ICICI, Kotak Mahindra, HDFC,
etc., offered their presence. The invitation brochure narrating the details and the final
enlistment of selected candidates can be referred to as shown below:

2. Orientation Class on “Gateway to Indian Civil Service Exam” in collaboration with
Photon Civil Service Academy

An orientation programme titled “Gateway to Indian Civil Service Exam” was conducted in
collaboration with Photon civil Service academy, Kollam, on 18/10/2019 at G2 Seminar
Hall. 105 students from various departments participated in the class. The class discussed
about various aspects of the preparation for the exam including Time management, exam
pattern, planning a structured study, Practice testing, revision, update current affairs etc.

3. Pre-recruitment session for the post of Skill Development faculty Trainer by Goan
Institute international Consociation of Education Pvt.Ltd. (GICE).
A pre-recruitment session was conducted for selection of Soft skill trainers on
27/11/2019. The programme aimed at offering training for life skills and soft skills, so
as to augment communication skills and personality development. Resource person
Shakkeer A.M from the company, Goan Institute International Consociation of
Education Pvt.Ltd., explained the selection process, monthly salary category, desired
profile and nature of job for the students. Eighty four students drew benefit from the
pre-recruitment session.

4. Campus selection for Interns by Jio as part of their
“Learn and Earn “Programme.
The Internship Program offered by Reliance Jio Infocom Ltd., -a leading telecom company in
India- aims at providing advanced and skilled learning opportunity to the young students of
India. Under the initiative of this program, Graduates and Post Graduates from different fields
are given a chance to work on variety of projects and utilize their theoretical knowledge in
practical scenarios. Of the many objectives of undergoing the internship programme includes:
•
•
•

To initiate the feel, experience and uniqueness of working in a Digital organization
To learn practical application of digitization and digital theories.
To facilitate learning first-hand experience from the experts of the Industry.

The Eligibility Criterion for the internship is possessing a minimum age of 18 years during the
term of acceptance of the internship and a full-time degree/diploma programme certificate
from a government recognized education institute. She/he Must have acquired the
permission/ consent from the institute of acquiring the basic qualification. The selection
process was done on 10/12/2019 and it included presentation and pre-placement talk with
students, recruitment and short listing of students based on an online test. Six students were
selected out of 38 students attended the selection and were appointed as interns with

Rs.5000 as starting month stipend. Selected students list is appended below along with
brochure and relevant photographs

5. Wipro placement Drive 2020 at SNIT, Vadakkevila
In addition to conducting placement drives in our college, we have also directed our
students for placements occurring around nearby colleges and institutions. One such
event was the placement drive for Wipro that took place at Sree Narayana Institute of
Technology, Vadakkevila, Kollam. Twelve final year UG students from various
departments of our college, appeared in the selection procedure of Wipro and four
students of physics with computer application department were selected and got
appointment. The details of appeared and selected students are enlisted as below:
Sl.No

Name of the Student

Class

Whether got selected/not

1.

Aadhilsha S

PCA Final year

Selected

2.

Nandhu H

PCA Final year

Selected

3.

Prajitha P

PCA Final year

Not Selected

4.

Akhil A R

PCA Final year

Not Selected

5.

Anandhu S

PCA Final year

Not Selected

6.

Athira Mohan

PCA Final year

Not Selected

7.

Jagath krishnan J

PCA Final year

Selected

8.

Nandhana Karunakaran

PCA Final year

Not Selected

9.

Rabi krishnan

PCA Final year

Selected

10.

Saanu. R

Biotech Final Year Not Selected

11.

Archa mohan

Biotech Final Year Not Selected

12.

Apsa.R

Biotech Final Year Not Selected

7. An Orientation class on “How to crack Kerala Administrative Service
(KAS) exam 2020”
Kerala Administrative Service (KAS) is one of the most buzzworthy recruitment drives
in Kerala. Through KAS eligible graduates will be able to start their career in the state
government service at the Junior Time Scale positions and can further advance
towards IAS within 08 years of service. Date of KAS 2020 Kerala Preliminary Exam was
scheduled in February 2020. In view of this we arranged an orientation class for those
students who are KAS aspirants as well as those who are appearing for the exam on
February 2020. The class was handled by Sri. N. Rishy, Assistant Professor, Dept. of
History, SN College, Kollam on 20/01/2020 at G2 Seminar Hall. Students were very
much enthusiastic in attending the class where the resource person discussed about
the various aspects of effectively preparing for the exam. He emphasised the
importance of familiarizing with the complete syllabus and told the students that it
requires utmost dedication and sincerity as well as seriousness on their part to get
through this prestigious exam which covers a really vast syllabus. He later discussed
about the exam pattern and the important sources to collect information to
successfully face the prelims which is in the vicinity of one month.

8. Orientation Programme for tutors on Career Prospects at IIIC-Chavara
The Indian Institute of Infrastructure and Construction Kollam or IIIC-Kollam is a public
institute of international standard situated at Chavara in Kollam, Kerala. The initiative
has been undertaken by the Government of Kerala with the support of the
Government of India. The main objective of the institute is to ensure maximum
employment through linking the courses with employment wide industrial tie ups.
They offer courses in emerging areas of skill development and entrepreneurship. In

order to make the students of our college aware of the various courses available at
this institute, career guidance cell conducted an orientation programme for all tutors
on 10/01/2020 with the aim of passing the information directly to the students more
effectively and efficiently. Sri. Raghavan, Director-Administration, IIIC, Dr.Sunilkumar,
Director-in charge, IIIC conducted the classes. They discussed in detail about the
various skill-based courses offered by the IIIC, the eligibility criteria, fee structure, fee
concession for eligible students, placement opportunities, and also discussed the
possibility of signing an MoU with the college, regarding student exchange
programme. All tutors carefully noted down the various aspects and promised to pass
on the details to their respective students. Relevant photos along with brochure and
course list applicable to students of our college are appended below.

9. Success strategies and tips for Bank Exams

Career Guidance and placement cell in association with ICD, Kollam
conducted a class on the approaches and strategies to get a job in the
banking sector on 05/02/2020 at the G2 Seminar Hall. The students were
given awareness on the various upcoming opportunities in the banking
sector viz Probationary Officer (PO), relationship executive, manager,
assistant & Deputy manager etc in the entry level cadre. They were also
given orientation towards how to approach these exams in a systematic
way, by giving various tips. It was really useful one-hour session for the
students who were preparing for these exams. 82 students were
benefitted with this class. Photographs and brochure are appended
herewith.

10. Kerala Administrative Service (KAS)- One day Training Programme in

association with Kerala State Youth Welfare Board, Kerala Higher
Education Council and IT department, Govt.of Kerala
Kerala state youth welfare board, Kerala Higher education council and Information
technology dept. Govt. of Kerala Jointly conducted a seminar on KAS exam strategies
on 12/02/2020. The class was conducted at Govt. Women's college Trivandrum, the
live seminar was uploaded to YouTube which was shown in SN college, Kollam to the
public as well as the students. This programme was coordinated in the college by the
Career Guidance Cell. Famous personalities like Dr.Alexander Jacob IPS, Dr.Sashi
Tharoor MP, Jeevan Babu IAS conducted the class on various topics. 152 Students from
various colleges in and around Kollam, and our students attended the live web

streaming of the classes. It was indeed very much helpful for the young aspiring minds
who were preparing for the upcoming KAS prelims exams

11.Career Opportunities in Indian Airforce
IAF is one of the most comprehensive forces of national military
organization which primarily conducts aerial welfare. Indian Air Force jobs
offer students to become an integral part of the adventurous, challenging
and rewarding life. Keeping in IAF careers with the demand of
contemporary advancements, it continues to modernise in sequence
manner, quality of the imagination and that’s why today it stands the
credible power continued amongst the foremost professional services in
the world. 14 Airmen Selection Centre (ASC), IAF, Kakkanad, Kochi
conducted an awareness seminar on airmen recruitment at SN College,
Kollam on 25/02/2020 at the Economics Seminar Hall. Warrant Officer
T.Jaiswara conducted the class where he explained the various aspects of
this job including eligibility criteria, rank structure, pay and allowances
selection procedure, written test, physical fitness test retirement
benefits, promotion aspects etc. The young students including female
students showed great enthusiasm for the job and there was a very lively
interaction between the officers and the students. The officers cleared all
their doubts and wished the students best for the selection process. 78
students participated in this event. Photos and brochure are appended
below.
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